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Scholars have increasingly criticized the liberal framework of literature about transnational politics that suggests that transnational politics fundamentally revolve around solidarity relationships between full citizens of distinct nation-states. These transnational histories often reflect the experiences and unique opportunities of full citizens of Global North nation-states.¹ This has also been the case with scholarship on movements of the US left that sought to challenge US military and economic intervention in the Third World, and particularly Latin America and the Caribbean, after the 1960s. Hector Perla, for instance, has highlighted how Third World activists, including refugees and politically targeted communists and socialists, strategically directed solidarity activists in the US. Norma Stoltz Chinchilla’s work illuminates the ways unauthorized migrants and refugees grounded revolutionary politics and freedom struggles in sanctuary and other efforts in Los Angeles.² Patricia Stuelke has criticized the way white, Christian solidarity activists emphasized their loving “affective commonality” with “virtuous, sacrificial Central American victimhood” during the national liberation struggles of the 1980s. This approach focused on redeeming a guilty US superpower in ways that distanced the movement from connecting Reagan-era militarism with racialized neoliberal violence in domestic settings. In suggesting that this kind of internationalism echoes nineteenth-century imperial benevolence or liberal developmentalist orientations toward rescue or uplift, the works of Stuelke, Laura Briggs, Josefina Saldaña and others fundamentally interrogate whether solidarity across imperial borders can ever be simply “altruistic.”³
This article adds another layer to the analysis of solidarity politics in the 1980s by considering the case of what I call “anticolonial anti-intervention,” as reflected in the activities of el Colectivo Puertorriqueño de Boston, an organization in Boston which has yet to be considered in the scholarly literature. Based on interviews and archival research in Puerto Rico, Massachusetts, and New York, the story of el Colectivo complicates typologies of solidarity by illuminating how diasporic colonial subjects articulated an anti-interventionist politics that not only reflected their support for colonized nations elsewhere, such as Central America, but also highlighted their own colonial subjection and racialization in the urban US at the height of Reaganism.4

Like the queer Central America solidarity work in places like San Francisco, el Colectivo countered the privatized “reparative” politics of some Christian sanctuary activists.5 Yet in centering their own colonial subjection as they strategized ways to contest empire in Central America as well as its effects on urban Boston, the work of el Colectivo challenged the conventional solidarity frameworks that envisioned “[r]evolution as a distant object of desire,” as Hobson has eloquently articulated.6 Members of el Colectivo developed the organization’s politics of anticolonial anti-intervention by organizing against US imperial aggression in Central America even as they highlighted their own status as migrant subjects in a colonial diaspora. They adapted revolutionary terms of national liberation and self-rule through mainland notions of “community control,” and ultimately recalibrated Puerto Rican independentismo for the Reagan-era US mainland.

Anti-Intervention in the Age of Reagan

While histories of the New Left have often explained it in terms of the 1960s decade, new scholarship on the “long ‘60s” has helped illuminate how some struggles, including Third World national liberation struggles, continued or even began after the 1968 wave of insurgent politics. After the height of the anti-Vietnam war movement, for instance, a wide-ranging “anti-intervention” movement sprung forth, particularly in relationship to Latin America.7 Mainland support for Puerto Rican independence, for instance, exploded in the 1970s, as the Puerto Rican Socialist Party and others mobilized twenty thousand people at Madison Square Garden for a pro-independence rally.8

The election of Ronald Reagan in 1980 and the profound shift to the right in the US after the 1970s, reinvigorated anti-intervention networks, many of whom envisioned the struggles, war, and intervention in Central America as “another Vietnam.” The warfare and repression in El Salvador, for instance, signaled to leftwing Salvadorans and US allies that the US must build a national alliance of locally run solidarity groups. This larger alliance, the Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador (CISPES), issued a series of national calls to action, and the Boston network that responded built its local branch as the Central American Solidarity Alliance (CASA), which became the early center of the secular left’s response to revolution and
repression in Central America. Boston was one of the important nodes of the Central America Peace and Solidarity Movement, including through its local coalitions of the national “Pledge of Resistance” organization. The broad-based movement in Boston helped make Cambridge a “Sanctuary City” in 1985 and helped win congressional rejections of Reagan administration funding for Central American wars. The histories of the anti-intervention movement rarely foreground the Latinx diasporas that often helped power them, and the same is true for those that focus on the Boston area. While el Colectivo, like many organizations tied to the larger networks of anti-intervention activity, was not by itself a large organization, it advocated a kind of anti-intervention that directly challenged the class and ethno-racial segregation of the movement itself.

**El Colectivo Puertorriqueño de Boston**

The story of el Colectivo, as well as other Puerto Rican efforts after the 1970s, reflect that the push for Puerto Rican and Latin American independence continued to surge in the Puerto Rican diaspora, even if international solidarity peaked in the 1970s. Founded by Tubal Padilla and other Puerto Rican community activists in 1982, el Colectivo emerged from the fragments of the Puerto Rican Socialist Party, which had struggled to overcome internal debates about participation in island elections, the relationship between national independence and socialism, and the role of armed struggle. One of el Colectivo’s direct predecessors in Boston, the Sociedad Cultural Boricua, emerged from “a trajectory that came from the PSP ... [amidst] all the ruptures that happen[ed] in the PSP [and] circulate[d] through the branch in New York and to the satellites like in Boston,” according to el Colectivo activist Loida Martínez. The Sociedad organized public events that featured Puerto Rican artists, musicians, and other cultural expressions in Boston in the early 1980s. By 1983 it coordinated study group meetings that were attracting more than fifty people. It named two members—Carlos Cruz and Martínez—“co-coordinators” to organize the collective’s work. After a decade of student-based independentismo and efforts to develop grassroots bases in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and on the island, those who founded the Colectivo in the early 1980s saw in Boston new opportunities for community-based work. For many, it meant postgraduate opportunities in the progressive urban planning programs at UMASS-Boston or the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. For others, it meant paid work in community-based organizations or in the public agencies that served the poor and racial minorities, many of which were created after Black and Puerto Rican struggles to resist displacement through “urban renewal” efforts in the 1960s and 1970s.

The organization initiated a series of internal political education programs that combined abstract theory with Boston-based dilemmas. Unlike the Puerto Rican Socialist Party, el Colectivo was an organization with diverse ideologies, flexible hierarchies, and independence from political decisions made in San Juan or PSP offices.
in New York.\textsuperscript{18} Hardly isolated from the rest of this highly segregated city, though, el Colectivo members used the events to deepen their analyses and formulate an “alternative” (their newspaper was named \textit{La Alternativa}) vision of society for Latinxs in the area.\textsuperscript{19} In the wake of the decline of the Boston Puerto Rican Socialist Party, the early Colectivo also dedicated itself to formulating new understandings of Puerto Rican society and the prospects for socialism. Intensive study sessions and presentations characterized early Colectivo events.\textsuperscript{20} In the months leading up to their first publication of \textit{La Alternativa}, their work was about “self-development and self-actualization” through political education. They concentrated on the works of Chilean socialist Marta Hanneker and invited community speakers.\textsuperscript{21}

The conference committee, for instance, organized events at community colleges and community spaces that featured analysts and activists debating Puerto Rican poverty and the community’s latent power. Women in the Colectivo created a successful radio program for airing on International Women’s Day on the station run by activists at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The program featured Puerto Rican music, poetry, and political analysis. One early public conference sponsored by el Colectivo brought in members of the Colectivo Socialista from New York, the Puerto Rican Socialist Party, and the Comite Movimiento de Izquierda Nacional Puertorriqueno.\textsuperscript{22} It was held at the local Latinx social service agency La Alianza Hispana, which was directed by Colectivo supporter Nelson Merced. Those who initiated the Colectivo exchanged literature and information with independentista activists throughout the Northeast as well as in Ohio and Chicago.\textsuperscript{23}

\textbf{The Underside of the ‘Massachusetts Miracle’}

Early neoliberal Boston was characterized by the rapid gentrification of a city to which Puerto Ricans had only recently migrated en masse. The racialization of Puerto Ricans as an urban “problem” in Boston, in the wake of the city’s violent white reaction to school desegregation in the 1970s, echoed the broader discourses of the criminalization of US urban life in the Reagan era. Boston’s shift toward science, technology, education, and medical industries in the eighties primarily benefitted white professionals, though the resulting, significant drop in overall unemployment between the mid-1970s and mid-1980s led some to call it the “Massachusetts miracle.” But the skyrocketing housing costs, evictions, and the dearth of unionized or living-wage jobs for the city’s Puerto Ricans and other racialized populations signaled how its communities of color mostly experienced the underside of the miracle economy.\textsuperscript{24}

Unlike Miami, Chicago, or Los Angeles, Boston was hardly a center of Latinx culture and politics. But Latinx experiences in Boston stand out because of the legacies of Latinx struggles for housing and education in the 1970s, elite efforts to dismantle the reforms that came out of that activism, and the striking poverty of the city’s growing Latinx population, which doubled in the decade after 1970. Studies by the Urban League argued that Boston’s Latinxs were poorer and less educated than...
Latinxs and Blacks in eleven cities in the US, and forty-two percent lived in poverty in the city in 1980. Only a quarter had completed high school. The “miracle” economy of the 1980s helped Latinxs less than other ethno-racial groups; using statistics from 1990, one University of Wisconsin study argued that the state’s Latinx population, which had become the largest ethno-racial minority, endured higher poverty rates than any other “Latino group in the United States.”

Puerto Ricans, who made up around half of the city’s Latinxs between the early 1970s and early 1990s, also endured distinct challenges and opportunities given their historic colonial relationship with the US. Since the Spanish–Cuban–American War of 1898 and the US occupation of the island, the US government had denied Puerto Rico independence and had agreed to only the most limited forms of autonomy. Despite their US citizenship, the benefits of which refugees and new immigrants from places like the Dominican Republic or Central America rarely enjoyed, Puerto Ricans were amongst the poorest Latinxs of the city. They had been recruited during the 1960s and 1970s for manufacturing work just as those employers began to relocate or close, and the work that remained was the least stable and lowest-waged. Gentrification or disinvestment ravaged heavily Puerto Rican neighborhoods like the South End or Roxbury. Nowhere was the latter more evident than in the “white–Hispanic riots” in nearby Lawrence, MA. In the summer of 1984, French Canadian whites battled Puerto Ricans and Dominicans, causing the Massachusetts Commission against Discrimination—and whose Puerto Rican director also spoke at Central American solidarity rallies—to determine that several Massachusetts towns were likely to be confronted by similar violent clashes.

Grassroots Organizing or Empire ‘Over There’?

Still, the PSP had always had an important presence in Boston and New England in the 1970s. Unlike some Puerto Rican proindependence groups, the PSP and other Puerto Rican independence efforts mobilized anticolonial, rather than just nationalist, perspectives on Puerto Rico. The PSP had reinterpreted elements of independence leader Pedro Albizu Campos in light of the Third World–oriented Marxism of the 1960s and 1970s. As the founders of el Colectivo moved to Boston in the late 1970s from the island or from elsewhere in the urban northeast, they organized around the issue that the PSP leadership had never adequately addressed the struggles of mainland Puerto Ricans.

Discussions about the relationships between national independence and socialism had long dominated leftwing Puerto Rican circles. Some independentistas thought the working-class mainland communities were an obstacle, or even a threat, to securing the island’s independence. Once in the US, they reasoned, these communities would assimilate, turn reformist, or simply deprioritize the independence of the island, even if they were interested in socialism. Some critics have even blamed returning migrant workers as the root cause of Puerto Rico’s racism; their impact
would “denationalize” the island culture.\footnote{Mainland society undoubtedly introduced new challenges and opportunities for Puerto Rican independence organizers. PSP circles, for instance, were historically home to significant levels of homophobia.} \footnote{Unlike the island, Boston was home to sizeable, diverse, and publicly active LGBTQ activist circles. Within the highly visible, well-resourced white LGBTQ network, some radical white queers were active in pro-Central America, anti-intervention politics.} Mainland society undoubtedly introduced new challenges and opportunities for Puerto Rican independence organizers. PSP circles, for instance, were historically home to significant levels of homophobia. Unlike the island, Boston was home to sizeable, diverse, and publicly active LGBTQ activist circles. Within the highly visible, well-resourced white LGBTQ network, some radical white queers were active in pro-Central America, anti-intervention politics.

Other independentistas understood struggles on the mainland through their focus on building socialism worldwide. For many, Communist Party leader César Andreu Iglesias was influential: He argued that the struggle for independence had remained the province of small sectors of the Puerto Rican middle-class and elite because it had failed to integrate that project with socialism—only through socialism could independence be created by and for the working classes. Early PSP militants had argued that working-class Puerto Ricans on the mainland—who constituted around one-third of the Puerto Rican nation’s population—could become an important part of the independence project, but the project needed a socialist edge to respond to Puerto Rican workers’ class interests. Far from another “national minority” equivalent to Mexican Americans or African Americans, mainlanders’ extensive and profound ties to the island made them an “oppressed nationality” in the beast’s belly. The island’s full independence would profoundly shape their future. Others, including many who ultimately formed el Colectivo, pushed the party to adopt a “dual priority,” in which the party would also recognize the struggle of the mainland’s working-class communities as one that could better lead to both socialism and an independent Puerto Rico. Yet many urban activists in the US argued that the party leaders, many of them upper-class island-based intellectuals, never fully recognized the value of mainland organizing, and expected the US branch to be a mere “fan club” of the island struggle. These tensions, which contributed to the decline of the PSP, played out in the early 1980s as national leaders like Bras prioritized the cross-class national liberation project over the building of a “workers’ party,” one based on the power of organized Puerto Rican workers on the mainland and on the island.

Ultimately, el Colectivo mobilized elements of Puerto Rican nationalism not simply to narrow its field of vision—as nationalism often does—but to define and mobilize the city’s Puerto Rican diaspora for life and struggle in a multiracial, segregated, and economically unequal setting. The group converted its protagonist of revolutionary change from an oppressed ethno-national enclave to a multiethnic community ready for Black–Brown Boston even as it maintained many of the component parts—and gendered and racialized exclusions—of Latin American and Caribbean revolutionary nationalisms.

Not unlike the debates in the Puerto Rican radical scene, the Central America solidarity movement was also divided over questions of long-term organizing in the US and short-term impact on empire “over there.” This played out in the terrain of racialized and class urban politics in the context of the US presidential candidacy of Jesse Jackson in 1984. The West Coast organizations tied to CISPES, for instance,
promoted Alinsky-like face-to-face organizing, and often adhered to a strategy partly outlined by organizations in El Salvador that emphasized grassroots organizing for long-term support for a “prolonged people’s war,” akin to Vietnam. The “East Coast” strategy, particularly with the New York group which was tightly intertwined with the Jackson campaign, focused more on media visibility, policy work, and highlighting the issue in order to bridge already existing liberal organizations. The Resistencia Nacional tendency in El Salvador likewise privileged a strategy that revolved around recruiting celebrities and high-profile figures to the table to spur a “counter-coup” in the country, partly through building a cross-class alliance. Another change was CISPES, which successfully created a local branch in Boston, and hired longtime white activist Mike Prokosch. The CISPES that emerged was, in fact, the remainder of the group from the split over the Jesse Jackson campaign, where some locals, particularly in New York area, left the group when CISPES refused to work more closely with the Rainbow Coalition, not only to support Jackson but to develop closer relationships with African American communities. Jackson, in his campaign, strongly opposed Reagan’s Central America policy. 

El Colectivo navigated these questions of local and global, short-term and long-term, monoracial or multiracial, through their simultaneous navigation of the colonial realities of the Puerto Rican community. They both protested intervention elsewhere but simultaneously drew attention to themselves as victims of continuing colonial violence. Empire “over there” impacted them in distinct ways as Puerto Ricans and racialized colonial subjects in the mainland. One of the organization’s early projects was its participation in the Central America referendum. Peace and solidarity organizations, together with el Colectivo, launched an effort to pass a non-binding referendum in the state that would demand the US government end military activities in Central America and invest that money in jobs and services. It ended up winning in most districts. While its front-page article in La Alternativa announced that Boston, through the collaborative efforts to pass the referendum, should be “for anti-interventionist unity,” it also sketched out why its Spanish-language readers should be particularly concerned. Reagan-era interventionism struck the Latinx community bluntly with its cuts in services. “During the first two years of Reagan, $600 million dollars destined for social health programs in the state of Massachusetts have been cut,” it noted. North American empire in Central America also inflicted pain for colonial subjects in the US, threatening Puerto Rican land and dignity. “[Military] bases on Puerto Rico that had been out-of-use have recently been rehabilitated,” and the military once more hoped to use the island as a “military trampoline in the invasion of Central America.” It noted that “[b]road sectors of the puertorrican [sic] community have opposed Reagan’s plan for the Caribbean, and even the colonial legislature.”

The notion of a unified anti-intervention movement locally, however, was what led el Colectivo to participate broadly in anti-intervention activities in Boston. While many white activists’ first anti-intervention efforts materialized through their student
work opposing the Vietnam War, el Colectivo’s anti-intervention organizing grew out of its work on the Puerto Rico situation as well as members’ constant support of Communist Cuba. Notices of events and protests about potential US war in Central America frequented the events calendar of the first issues of el Colectivo’s newspaper in 1984. Tito Fuster, a founding member originally from Spain, noted that a relatively diverse social scene (primarily of whites and Latinxs of different ethnicities) attended dance or party fundraisers for the movement. That was the case despite the geographic separation of some of the activities; many of the largely white Central America solidarity or peace organizations were based north of the Charles River, in Cambridge and Somerville. el Colectivo and some leftists were based south of the river in the largely Black and Latinx communities of Roxbury and Dorchester. Yet one member asserted that the international solidarity scene in the area consisted of an interwoven community of middle-class migrants, refugees, and graduate students. “Boston was and is a magnet for people that were coming to do graduate work, many of them progressive, pro-independence ... You could find a number of Latin Americans, less then but a few, and they were pretty progressive: Cubans, the Puerto Rican community, progressive whites, in Cambridge with Cuba, and with Chile, and Nicaragua, and South Africa.” Some members of el Colectivo furthered their anti-intervention work by going to Central America. One member went to Sandinista-controlled Nicaragua to use his engineering skills to help consolidate the gains after the revolutionary victory over the Somoza dictatorship in 1979. Women from el Colectivo went as part of an invited commission by women’s organizations in Nicaragua.

Far from mere temporary campaigns, relating to Latinx communities in Boston and Latin American/Caribbean communities transnationally was part of the battle against colonialism. This anticolonial brand of anti-intervention stemmed from how, for the PSP and el Colectivo, capitalism had widened the breach between the poor and the rich, but colonialism had widened the breach between the island and the Latin American world. El Colectivo’s anti-intervention efforts, then, were rooted in this deeper desire to reconnect Puerto Rico to its Latin and Caribbean history. Stories about Central America, Cuba, and Grenada frequented the pages of both Claridad and La Alternativa in these years. Maris Morison, Mauricio Gaston, and others worked closely with groups that fostered ties and support with Cuba. While writers in La Alternativa mostly shied away from using the term “socialism” amidst the anticommunist zeal of the Reagan era, they consistently lambasted US colonialism and its effects on the island’s economy, environment, and culture. Finally, anticolonial anti-intervention also recognized how colonialism both severed mainland Puerto Ricans’ ties to the island’s roots and led to their racialized minoritization (as part of a pan-ethnic “Hispanic” population) in places like Boston. In an effort to persuade the Massachusetts Hispanic Commission to support a resolution on Puerto Rico’s independence, Carlos Cruz argued that “[t]he colonial situation is the root of the
Puerto Rican diaspora which explains our presence here, and [explains] the scorn we’re victims of in the Continental United States.47

El Colectivo’s simultaneous focus on the racialization of Puerto Rican and Latinx communities facilitated its relatively deep engagement with the mayoral campaign of the Black socialist Mel King, whose vision of connecting US empire to local minoritized communities paralleled that of el Colectivo. For both el Colectivo and King, anti-interventionism was not a matter of benevolent “reparative” politics, as Patricia Stuelke has examined in majority white organizations, or a deracialized Marxism.48 It was an internationalism founded in opposing Reaganism, which they tied to both austerity at the local level and imperialistic militarism, as well as joint histories of engagement with anti-imperial Third worldism.

King, who envisioned his mayoral campaign as representing a “rainbow coalition,” succeeded in recruiting key members of the Puerto Rican scene partly through their support for Puerto Rican independentismo and anti-intervention causes.49 In the late 1970s, the then state representative supported local efforts to free four Puerto Rican nationalists jailed since their armed assault on the US Congress in 1954.50 Together with select local unions and Black organizations, King cosponsored and helped lead the fight for what was then the strongest South Africa divestment bill in the country. In 1984 alone, he monitored elections in El Salvador and visited anticolonial activists in Ireland.

For their part, the members of the Puerto Rican Socialist Party and its militant networks had deepened their work with Black organizations in international contexts. Bras and others had led the PSP to successfully bring their case for decolonization to the United Nations, and the party’s International Commission played an important role in developing solidarity relationships with anti-imperial organizations and the Non-Aligned Movement. The US branch’s efforts against apartheid in South Africa and Namibia were particularly influential.51 In Boston, el Colectivo regularly wrote about apartheid, and supported the “Jobs for Peace, not a Budget for Bombs” campaigns led by King and others.52 Fuster first arrived in the US in New York, but moved to Boston after Rainbow activist Juanita Wade told him King’s campaign needed help building Latinx support for his 1983 mayoral candidacy. In addition, the Cuban American progressive Mauricio Gaston, a close political ally of el Colectivo who played a crucial role in the Boston PSP, helped coordinate the campaign. King’s Rainbow Coalition was the inspiration for Jesse Jackson to use as a model in his 1984 presidential campaign.

While white-led organizations in Boston also spurred a working-class anti-interventionism, King’s insistence on battling racism as well as building working-class internationalism paralleled that of el Colectivo. In labor organizations specifically, a growing number of white leftists tried to build support for anti-intervention in Central America by framing US intervention as a threat to unionists in the Americas. While this internationalism purported to be based in the experiences of the region’s working classes, it sometimes failed to acknowledge the realities of racism and xenophobia
within those classes. Some figures in the labor committee for Central America formed in Boston and western Massachusetts at this time saw race as something beyond, or threatening to, their class-oriented purview. According to John Weissman of the Letter Handlers’ Union, building pro–Central America politics inside the unions was based around building class consciousness through better contracts or workplace economic issues, not by wading into local race relations. Indeed, sentiment against Puerto Ricans and other people of color was severe in his local union. Even though “some of [the white letter handlers] would have liked to have participated in the [white–Hispanic] riots,” he said (referring to white violence against Latinx in Lawrence, as mentioned above), that was not a matter for the labor committee: “We just figured there’s nothing you can do about [white men] like them.” That is not to say el Colectivo did not collaborate at all with union-based efforts. It cosponsored, with unions and CASA’s Central America committee and other organizations, the day-long New England Labor Conference on Central America in November 1984.

Adapting Anticolonial Nationalism to the Urban US

“Why aren’t those who endure the winter cold without decent heating or ... [those] who have to conform to a mediocre education” called “martyrs?” asked Colectivo member Carlos Cruz in a speech in 1983. He affirmed that “[o]ur community is one that’s full of martyrs” and that “[i]t’s necessary to convert martyrdom and collective suffering into political action.” While Cruz was commemorating anticolonial insurgency against Spanish rule in Puerto Rico, he also pondered how the themes and symbols of the Puerto Rican independence struggle—like heroes, martyrs, poverty, and sacrifice—might apply to a diasporic Puerto Rican community confined by deindustrialization, racism, and nearly a century of US colonialism.

If el Colectivo enacted its resistance to US empire in the Americas through its work in opposing Reagan-era military intervention in Latin America and the Caribbean, it maintained its struggle for Puerto Rican independence from US rule by recalibrating its anticolonial independentismo for an urban, mainland context. It forcefully opted for the position that organizing the Puerto Rican diaspora around urban issues relevant to their communities was crucial for socialism and independence. Yet it maintained its independentista emphases on self-rule, cultural affirmation, and shared history so common to revolutionary nationalisms. We can see this most clearly through its focus on the cultural reproduction of community and its understandings of 1980s-era articulations of “community control.” Even if the independence of Puerto Rico seemed increasingly distant in an age of increased US military intervention, popular self-determination of the Puerto Rican community remained a focus for the Colectivo. In addition, the early 1980s was a crucial moment for cultural nationalism on the island. The new, pro-statehood government had implemented a variety of “cultural laws” that were perceived as attacks on government cultural institutions. In response, the pro-autonomy Popular Democratic Party (Partido Popular Democrático) ran against
them in 1984 with the slogan of “Much more Puerto Ricanness.” As Hilda Lloréns has argued, the art of Jack Delano and others traced and interpreted the ways that “American” culture—particularly as symbolized by the automobile, the mall, and fast food—had taken the island by storm by the 1980s.

Though Puerto Ricans had tenaciously fought US efforts to Americanize the island throughout the twentieth century, many saw themselves as also distinctly tied to the US, particularly with the circular migration of the post-World War II period. Defining Puerto Ricanness for el Colectivo, then, often meant highlighting the distinctions between Latin American cultures and dominant white culture. El Colectivo’s vision of independence was always tied to patriotic struggle, rather than a “return” to an original nation, like that of the peaceful (non-African) agrarian republic often imagined by dominant forms of cultural nationalism. Following the tradition of independentistas on the island and in the US, el Colectivo organized a “People’s Contingent” to march in the annual Puerto Rican Day parade, and its banners demanded justice for Puerto Ricans in the city and independence on the island. The parade and the annual Betances Festival were featured prominently in July issues of La Alternativa. Unlike the increasingly commercial Puerto Rican Day parade and festivities, the Betances Festival was based in the Villa Victoria (Victory Village) housing project, a community-run low-income housing complex created after major organizing drives against the gentrification of the Puerto Rican South End neighborhood in the late 1960s. Named after the pro-independence, antislavery militant Ramon Emerterio Betances (1827–98), the Villa Victoria residents were precisely the working-class Puerto Ricans that el Colectivo sought to work with.

If the symbols and themes of self-determination continued to shape el Colectivo’s urban organizing, defining how that self, i.e., the community, looked, acted, and reproduced itself became another crucial matter. For women in particular, the politics of both cultural and biological reproduction were eminently relevant to el Colectivo’s urban anticolonialism.

Women pushed the politics of reproduction in both el Colectivo and La Alternativa. As the Colectivo gained momentum in 1983, Loida Martínez and others pressured the collective to commit to arranging child care at all of its meetings, and to pay for it with the Colectivo’s limited funds. Most of the group’s decisions were made through discussion and consensus-building, and arranging for child care became a de facto rule. If women in PSP circles in the 1970s had increasingly abandoned the notion that socialism and independence would themselves bring gender equality, La Alternativa writers asserted that struggles for the production and reproduction of a diasporic Puerto Rican community must simultaneously be struggles for women’s reproductive rights. As one article about the sterilization of Puerto Rican women argued, women should have the right to make informed reproductive decisions oriented toward their own well-being, without pressure by government doctors, poverty, or the men in their lives. “The freedom of reproduction is indispensable in the liberation of the woman and of her people,” concluded Iris Ana García.
took the lead in organizing the workers in a largely Puerto Rican women’s shelter, and the effort became an important one in the Colectivo. As a Puerto Rican feminist ally argued in an interview published in La Alternativa, Puerto Rican progressives had to confront the politics of the family to ensure the future of the struggle. “Racism and sexism occur in the heart of the family as well as in the workplace,” Gloria Gonzalez Rivera said. “This is a struggle that will take all our lives and many generations, and it will be my kids who continue it.”

Both women and men advanced the importance of cultural reproduction by lamenting the colonizer’s cultural influence on Puerto Ricans’ everyday behavior. One member, who worked in social services in La Alianza Hispana, noted that Puerto Rican youth “wouldn’t want to speak Spanish so people wouldn’t know they were from the [Latinx] community.” Many Puerto Rican parents criticized other parents for speaking Spanish to their kids in the home. Core members of el Colectivo reinforced the threat of Americanization by deploying another longstanding element of Latin American revolutionary nationalism—the critique of Anglo culture as crass, materialistic, and fundamentally different from a familial, cohesive, roots-based Latin community. Juan Vargas wrote that as an “exiled [Puerto Rican] in the United States,” it was a “new and complex experience to return to the island.” Seeing the local stores displaced by US department stores there had been particularly hard, he wrote, as well as living in a “consumerist economy that dictates to us, day after day, artificial values that don’t belong to Puerto Rico-ness (puertorriqueñidad).” This was especially clear in the two-year anniversary issue of La Alternativa, which the collective dedicated to dissecting the avaricious commercial media. Rafael Quinjano cited how children in daycare in the US watched up to six hours of television a day, and how films and popular shows like the Karate Kid movie and cartoon series Masters of the Universe featured nearly ten acts of violence each hour. Jorge Dávalos and Efrain Collado both critiqued how television threatened to make people passive or even “a dead mass, without anything that could wake it.” Elba Crespo analyzed how advertising objectified women. She described, for instance, the showcase at a Harvard Square men’s shoe store that featured a bloody women’s mannequin with a man standing above it, confirming that “I would kill [a woman] for these shoes.” In Colectivo meetings, women demanded that the organization provide child care that facilitated their education and growth; they had to go beyond simply sitting the children in front of a television set.

Schooling in Boston, too, was another arena in which Colectivo members saw colonial assimilation strategies as well as generalized racism. The resegregation of the school system after the highly controversial 1974 court order to desegregate schools, which had mostly exempted white-dominated suburban schools from integrating with those of poor whites and racial minorities, and after busing Black students into working-class white areas led to white riots, walkouts, and massive violence. As La Alternativa detailed in the cover story of its third issue, public schools consisted of sixty percent white students before the desegregation order. Fearing, as the article stated, the influence of students of color, whites fled to private schools and suburbs, and the
schools were only thirty percent white by the mid-1980s. Puerto Rican experiences in Boston clearly showed, *La Alternativa* argued, “that all Puerto Ricans are equal in the face of the system and the racists regardless of the position that we may have in relation to political status of the island. Even the most loyal [person] to the [US] flag and US citizenship is unable to escape the prevailing racism and violence of the system.” In the mid-1980s, hostility to immigrants led to a series of English-only bills in several US states, including Massachusetts. These efforts met stiff resistance from el Colectivo and others who demanded the right to bilingual education.

The other key shared orientation between Puerto Rican radicals tied to el Colectivo and the King campaign was the notion of “community control,” particularly in the arena of housing. Inspired by the anticolonial nationalism sweeping much of the world in the late 1960s, King and others led struggles that channeled demands for redistribution and rights through the prism of the self-determination of a racially and class-defined community. Far from advocating for simply more state-based redistributive programs—including school integration—these movements advocated a shift in how they worked. King envisioned the gradual building of what he called a “chain of change” to fundamentally reshape politics into something more participatory. These campaigns sought “control” through their decentralization, democratization, and attention to racial injustice.

These sentiments can be seen in the approach to the disinvested historically Black and Latinx Dudley Square neighborhood. Fearing the gentrification and displacement caused by urban renewal in the heavily Puerto Rican South End, Colectivo activists and Rainbow activists from the Black community, like Ken Wade, were key leaders in efforts for housing justice that was controlled by residents. In 1984 and 1985, Tubal Padilla, Melvyn Colón, and others helped create the Dudley Square Neighborhood Initiative to establish community-controlled development in a neighborhood with one third of its area vacant—the result of arson, abandonment, and dumping. The initiative ultimately established a resident-run board and was able to secure eminent domain authority to place vacant, privately held land in a trust, as well as resist BRA plans to “develop” the area. *La Alternativa* was part of a dialogue with that of the nearby, newly created housing rights organization City Life/Vida Urbana. In the era of the “New Federalism” of Reagan, which had initiated a steep decrease in federal funding for affordable housing, the joint work of Puerto Ricans and African Americans in Dudley Square was particularly notable.

By the 1980s, King, Colón, Padilla, and others interpreted their community control partly through their work in Boston-area centers of progressive urban planning at local universities. King directed the “Community Fellows” program at MIT, where Colectivo member Melvyn Colón received a Master’s in City Planning in 1982. Gaston taught in the Community Planning Center at UMass Boston’s College of Public and Community Service, where Padilla received an undergraduate degree. King’s collaborator and co-writer, political scientist James Jennings, was appointed dean of the college in 1983. King penned his major work on this matter in 1981, and he and
Gaston maintained theoretical discussions on community planning through the early 1980s.74

Conclusion

Ultimately, the same dilemmas that forged the creation of el Colectivo led to its decline in the late 1980s. Which resources should be dedicated to the long-term organizing of the diaspora in the context of Reagan administration militarism abroad? And which should be dedicated to defending those who focused on the immediate liberation of the island, like the activists imprisoned in 1985?75 Yet those dilemmas must be contextualized in the Boston anti-intervention scene. While Boston was a core node of the largely white Central America peace and solidarity efforts, that kind of anti-intervention did not always overlap with contemporary anti-intervention efforts in apartheid-era South Africa or in the Caribbean, including Puerto Rico.76 That racialized division, combined with the alleged ties of the Puerto Rican prisoners to armed struggle, led public activities and protests supporting them to be relatively small.77

More generally, the wave of anti-intervention activity after 1968 faded in the mid- and late 1980s. The Iran–Contra scandal spelled the end of active Reagan administration support for rightwing regimes in Central America. Dictatorships in the Southern Cone fizzled. And the national liberation hope of the New Left, including for Puerto Rico, slowed considerably. In Puerto Rico, in fact, pro-statehood (not just political “commonwealth” status, which independentistas also opposed) gained steam on the island in the late 1970s and 1980s.

The dilemma organizers faced must also be contextualized by highlighting the economic and class realities of el Colectivo and its environs. Like the Puerto Rican Socialist Party tying their working-class organizing to official labor unions hindered their growth in an era that featured broad-based attacks on unions.78 El Colectivo organizers’ economic ambitions, as well as their position as colonial diasporic subjects, pulled at them to leave Boston, either for the island or, more often, for work in public and non-profit service agencies on the Eastern seaboard. As largely (light-skinned) middle-class colonial migrants, they were less susceptible to the criminalizing gaze of the early war on drugs, which was steadily penetrating communities like Roxbury. At the same time, they denounced police racism and abuse, often tied to drug policing, in La Alternativa, in the later 1980s. Their attention to local racism and criminalization, in fact, set them apart from many island-based independentista intellectuals.

Another profoundly destabilizing force newly enveloped the city in the 1980s: AIDS, followed by public officials’ refusal to acknowledge its destructive force. Gaston died of the disease in 1986, and other members—in addition to the Puerto Rican community more generally—were impacted by the grief, confusion, and economic and caregiving burdens the disease created. Homophobia in Boston’s communities further prevented victims from getting support. While el Colectivo worked with Boston LGBTQ activists as part of Mel King’s Rainbow Coalition, La Alternativa mostly failed to cover...
issues of homophobia or the AIDS crisis, though the latter gained a full-page story in 1987.79

The work of el Colectivo, as well as of Mel King and others, brings to light the ways some anti-intervention activists prized building internationalist political visions through long-term organizing work in working-class communities of color. Yet unlike union progressives, el Colectivo tied empire “over there” to racialized colonialism at home. They grappled with what it meant to live in a colonial diaspora as they helped build anti-intervention fervor in Boston. They centered the demand for Puerto Rican independence yet linked it to their resistance to US intervention elsewhere in Latin America, and even in South Africa. They recalibrated independentista visions of self-rule, including, through an updated version of community control, in the Reagan era.

Notes

This research would never have been possible without the efforts of the activists of El Colectivo—and that includes their courageous organizing in the 1980s as well as their time, insights, and generosity in the last several years as I initiated this project. In addition, José Soler has also been a constant source of insight, stories, and friendship. Thanks so much to all of you. The anonymous reviewers at the Journal of Transnational American Studies offered lucent, timely suggestions that have made this article infinitely better. I would also like to thank the Harvard University Gay and Lesbian Caucus’s Open Gate Grant and the Brown University Center for the Study of Race and Ethnicity in America for research support for this project. Finally, I would like to thank Deepak Lamba-Nieves for his enthusiasm and helpful suggestions.
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